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Abstract 
Typically, most of the brittle composite tubes exhibit circumferential delamination, lamina bending, axial 
cracking and brittle fracturing when subjected to static and dynamic loading conditions. In this work, a new 
innovative approach was adopted to model the above said failure modes using cohesive elements under an axial 
impact loading case. The circular and square cross sectional pultruded profiles made of glass-polyester were 
considered for the study. A numerical parametric study has been conducted to study the effect of the 
delamination on the failure patterns and the corresponding energy absorption using a single layer and two layers 
of shell elements. To predict the peak crushing load and the energy absorption, the importance of the adequate 
numerical modelling of triggering is discussed. All numerical simulations were carried out using the 
commercially available finite element code ABAQUS V6.7-3 Explicit. Finally, the results of this comprehensive 
numerical investigation are compared with previously published experimental results [1]. Part II of this paper 
deals with the influence of multiple delaminations and modelling of axial cracks on the deformation patterns and 
the effect of initial geometric imperfections on the energy absorption.  
 
KEYWORDS: Energy absorption; Composite tubes; Triggering mechanism; Peak crushing load; 
Delamination; Cohesive element. 
 

1. Introduction 

A wide spectrum of high speed engineering applications needs to satisfy certain safety 
regulations. The modern civil and military aviation, ship industry and the automobile industry 
are the prime examples. The demand made by these industries for materials which are light 
and strong has been the main motivating factor for the development of new materials. 
Furthermore, there are some applications in which the products are exposed to extreme 
environmental conditions such as heat, chemical wear and corrosion. Many studies have 
proved that composite materials offer good solutions to the above mentioned applications. 
Furthermore, composite materials have a relative advantage in terms of the specific energy 
absorption, strength and stiffness. The increased use of these materials has led to the 
development of the knowledge of the behaviour of the composite structures. This paper 
focuses on the numerical energy absorption behaviour of composite tubes under an axial 
impact loading condition. 
 

The energy absorption characteristics of various composite structural elements have been 
experimentally and theoretically studied by several researchers [1-7]. Different tube cross 
sections are employed to get the maximum energy absorption with least material investment. 
However, the energy absorption characteristics of the composite tubes are not only depending 
on the shape of the tubes [8]. Various variables control the energy absorption of the 
composite structures. The crushing process depends upon mechanical properties of the fibre 
and the matrix, fibre volume fraction, laminate stacking sequence, fibre architecture and the 
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geometry of the tube. To decelerate the impactor, the failed tubes exhibit transverse shearing, 
lamina bending and local buckling crushing modes. Fracturing of the laminates is also a 
major contributor for the energy absorption during a crushing process [1].  

 
Often conducting a full scale experiment is an expensive affair. Hence an alternative 

predictive technique to assess the energy absorption of a composite material is very 
important. The numerical simulation using the finite element technique has been adopted in a 
few cases to study the energy absorption. The static and dynamic axial collapse of CFRP 
tubes was well studied numerically in [9]. The numerical energy assessment of  hybrid tubes 
made of pultruded tube overwrapped by braiding was studied by Han and his co-workers 
[10]. The peak load and the corresponding energy absorption characteristics of a square 
sandwich composite vehicle hollow body shell were discussed in ref [11]. The progressive 
crushing of the carbon fibre reinforced structural components of a Formula one racing car 
was studied in detail in [12]. Most of the above numerical modelling of the composite tubes 
was done with a single layer of shell elements. However, the numerical modelling of the 
delamination which causes the split of outer and inner plies of the composite tubes cannot be 
modelled with a single layer of shell elements. The consideration of the delamination 
approach is important to predict the energy absorption because it causes the separation of 
plies and loss in bending stiffness of each sub laminate. Furthermore, many experimental 
studies [1, 3, 7, 13-15] have proved that the occurrence of the peak load corresponds to the 
start of the circumferential delamination. Hence, to understand the importance of the 
delamination and to achieve the typical failure patterns of a brittle composite tube, a 
numerical parametric study is conducted in this paper with a single layer and two layers of 
shell elements with cohesive elements. The cohesive fracture model was also used to capture 
the delamination between the composite plies.  
 

For any cross sectional tubes, an initiator is required to induce the initial stable 
progressive crushing at low peak load. Generally these initiators are called “triggering 
mechanisms”. The importance of these triggering mechanisms and their effects on the energy 
absorption are studied experimentally in [1, 16]. Out of the many triggering mechanisms 
studied, the 45° edge chamfering was used by many researchers [1, 7, 8, 17-19]. Normally, 
the 45° edge chamfering can be directly modelled numerically by the solid elements. 
However, the typical failure mechanisms of a brittle composite tube such as central 
delamination, bending of petals and axial cracks are hard to capture with the solid elements.  
Due to the above fact researchers have employed the shell elements for their numerical study 
of composite tubes. Unlike the solid elements, the 45° edge chamfering is tedious to model 
with the shell elements. In this work, an investigation was carried out with the shell elements 
to address triggering modelling issue which has a vital role to predict the correct peak 
crushing load of a composite tube. Two types of triggering were chosen to study the 
numerical modelling effect on the peak load and the corresponding energy absorption. 
 

Strength based failure criteria are commonly used to predict the failures in a 
composite material. Few ply failure models have been proposed that can predict the failures 
for any given state of loading. Generally, for the impact and the crash analysis of a composite 
material, the approach of the continuum damage mechanics is preferred in which the failure 
is first identified and consequently, the degradation of the elastic properties are computed till 
final fracture. A good example of the above approach can be found in [20], in which a user 
material model was implemented in the explicit finite element code LS-DYNA to capture the 
tensile and compressive response of a braided composite material. However, there have been 
several studies proving that the well established and existing models available in commercial 
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finite element codes can be adopted to predict the energy absorption behaviour of a 
composite tube. Han et al. [10] and Zarei et al. [21] used Material model 54 of LS-DYNA to 
predict the failure patterns and the energy absorption of the circular and square cross-
sectional tubes respectively. Material model 54 [22] has the option of using either the Tsai-
Wu failure or the Chang-Chang failure criteria for the individual lamina. The Chang-Chang 
failure criterion is the modified theory of the Hashin’s failure criterion which accounts for the 
non-linear stress-strain behaviour. Although many failure criteria are used, the failure 
criterion proposed by Hashin [23] is extensively employed in many applications. Hence, in 
this work the same failure criterion was adopted to assess the energy absorption behaviour of 
the composite tubes.  Many studies [1, 5, 7, 24] have proven that the shape of the composite 
structures affect the energy absorption values of those structures. Furthermore, a few studies 
[3, 25] demonstrated that fibre orientation along the axis of the tube absorbed more energy 
than any other orientations. Hence, the pultruded profiles with the circular and square cross 
sections were considered for this study. The details of the experimental test and its results can 
be found in ref [1]. To validate the numerical modelling and its approaches the results from 
the numerical simulations were compared with experimental data [1].   
 

2. Experimental study 

As explained in the introductory session, an experimental study was conducted [1] to 
gain the basic understanding of the deformation response and the corresponding energy 
absorption of pultruded tubes.  However, the information related to this numerical study is 
given here. The circular and square cross sectional glass-polyester tubes were used for the 
study. All tubes were made with continuous 0° orientation fibres (Figure 1 (a)) with respect to 
axis of the tube. Two types of triggering were investigated. The triggering type 1 is the 45° 
chamfering around the edges of the tubes (Figure 1(b)) and the type 2 is a tulip pattern with 
an included angle between the edges of 60°  (Figure 1(c)). Four different tube combinations 
CP1, CP2, SP1 and SP2 were studied experimentally. The CP1 refers to the circular cross 
sectional glass-polyester pultruded tube with triggering type 1. The CP2 refers to the circular 
cross sectional glass-polyester pultruded tube with triggering type 2. Similarly the SP1 and 
SP2 refer to the square cross sectional glass-polyester tube with triggering type 1 and 2 
respectively. The dimensional details of the tubes are shown in Figure 1 and further details 
can be found from [1].  
 

The above tube series were studied for three impact velocities (9.3, 12.4 and 14m/s) with 
an impactor mass of 68.85 kg. All tube series (CP1, CP2, SP1 and SP2) exhibited the 
following four progressive crushing failure modes namely the circumferential delamination, 
axial cracking, lamina bending and the fibre fracture [1]. After the major circumferential 
delamination which took place at the mid thickness of the tube, axial cracks were formed 
only on the outer material along the axis of the tube. As a result the outer plies were subjected 
to bending and consequently the fracturing of the fibre occurred at the fixed end of the petals. 
During the bending of laminates a significant amount of multiple delaminations was observed 
between the sub-laminates .The material splayed inwards showed a progressive folding 
without any pedalling [1].  For SP1 and SP2 tube series the axial cracks were formed only at 
the four corners of the square tube due to non-uniform cross section and higher stress 
concentrations (refer Figure 2). In case of the circular tube due to the uniform profile of the 
tube a larger number of axial cracks was observed (Figure 2). There was no significant 
difference in deformation pattern noticed between CP1 and CP2 tube series [1]. Furthermore, 
both CP1 and CP2 tube series showed that the lamina bending angle was greater than or equal 
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to 90°. However, in case of the SP1 and SP2 the bending angle was observed less than or 
equal to 90° [1].  

 

3. Numerical simulation 

3.1. Salient features of numerical modelling 

The commercially available finite element code ABAQUS V6.7-3 Explicit was used to 
study the energy absorption characteristics of the pultruded composite tubes. Mamalis [26] 
investigated the crushing response of the square cross sectional fibre reinforced plastic tubes 
subjected to static axial compression and impact loading using the shell elements. That 
simulation work focused on the progressive end crushing with laminate splaying, local tube 
wall bucking and mid-length collapse. In order to obtain the appropriate failure pattern and 
the accurate energy absorption prediction of a composite tube, the adaptation of the 
delamination modelling is important. The interface modelling technique [27] using 
delamination approach has been tried out in flat plate specimen. A representation of 
delamination using tiebreak contact interface used for square braided tubes in ref [20]. 
However, the simulation studies to assess the energy absorption of a composite tube (circular 
or square) with the delamination approach using cohesive elements have not been conducted 
in the past. Apart from the mechanical properties and damage mechanism of a composite 
tube, the peak crushing load of a composite tube is also dependent upon the shape of 
triggering. In this paper, detailed studies have been conducted to address the numerical 
modelling issues of triggering mechanisms particularly for the type 1. 
 

3.2. Material data 

The mechanical properties of the glass-polyester pultruded tube in principal directions 
are given in Table 1. For the interface modelling (delamination) between plies, the properties 
of the polyester resin were considered. The mechanical properties of the polyester resin were 
adopted from [28]. 
 

3.3. Element used 

As we discussed earlier, when a composite tube is subjected to an axial impact load, it 
exhibits the delamination, bending of petals, axial cracking and the fibre fracturing modes 
[1]. The above failure phenomena can be captured by using shell elements. Hence, the 
pultruded lay-ups were modelled by S4R elements (4-node, quadrilateral, stress/displacement 
shell element with reduced integration and with finite membrane strain formulation). The 
meshed shell elements were located at the centre of the thickness of the composite tube.  The 
number of layers of shell elements varied from single to multiple layers. This paper deals 
with a single layer and two layers of shell elements approach. The approach of multiple 
layers of shell elements is presented in Part II. The integration points representing all the 
layers of 0˚ laminate were located evenly through the thickness of the tubes using Simpson 
integration rule. A minimum of 3 integration points was located at each layer of shell 
elements. The material properties of the shell sections in principal directions were defined by 
introducing a local Cartesian coordinate system for the square tubes and a local cylindrical 
coordinate system for the circular tubes.  
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3.4. Damage model for composite laminates 

The undamaged orthotropic plane stress material response was specified directly by the 
elastic stiffness matrix which is given in Table 1. The anisotropic damage model by Hashin 
and Rotem [23] considers the following four failure modes, (i) fibre rupture in tension (ii) 
fibre buckling and kinking in compression (iii) matrix cracking under transverse tension and 
shearing and (iv) matrix crushing under transverse compression and shearing. The same 
damage model was used for all analyses. The damage initiation criteria have the following 
forms [29]; 

 

  (1) 
   

  (2) 
 

  (3) 
 

 (4) 
 
In Equation 1, α is a coefficient that determines the contribution of the shear stress to the 
fibre tensile initiation criterion. The shear stress contribution was taken into account for the 
tensile failure, so the value of α was taken as 1. The , ,  are the components of the 
effective stress tensor. Then  can be written as  
 

  (5) 
 

where  is the nominal stress and M is the damage operator, which can be written as 
 

  (6) 

 
df , dm and ds are the damage variables that characterize the fibre, matrix and shear damage 
which are derived from damage variables and  corresponding to the four failure 
modes previously discussed (Equation (1) to (4)) as follows 
 

   

    

  (7) 
 

Prior to any damage initiation the damage operator, M, is equal to the identity matrix. Once 
the damage occurs at any material point for at least one mode, the damage operator becomes 
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significant in the criteria for damage initiation of other modes. The response of the material 
after damage initiation (describes the rate of degradation of the material stiffness once the 
initiation criterion is satisfied) is defined by the following equation 
 

  (8) 
 
where C(d) is the damaged elasticity matrix and it can be written as (Equation 9), 
 

  (9) 

 
where ;  reflects the current state of fibre damage;  
reflects the current state of matrix damage;  reflects the current stage of shear damage;  
is the Young’s modulus in the fibre direction;  is Young’s modulus in the matrix direction; 
G is the shear modulus and  are Poisson’s ratios. 
 

4. Numerical parametric study 

In order to predict the correct energy absorption and the failure pattern, the numerical 
simulation should capture the micro-mechanical  [9]  and the macro-mechanical [30] failure 
mechanisms of a composite tube. Hence, the different approaches of the numerical modelling 
to capture the above mechanisms were tried out. The summary of the numerical approach and 
its results are discussed systematically from simple to complex models. 
 

4.1. Case 1 - Simulation with a single layer of shell elements 

4.1.1. Modelling  

Initially, a very basic model which consists of a single layer of shell elements was 
considered. The advantage of this approach is the reduced computation time. For both the 
circular and square cross sectional tubes, the tube length of 220 mm was modelled with a 
single layer of meshed shell elements and that layer was located at the centre of the thickness 
of the composite tube. The impactor and bottom crushing plate were modelled as analytical 
rigid surfaces. An impactor mass of 68.85 kg was assigned to the centre of the top analytical 
rigid surface. It was assumed that the thickness of each individual ply of the composite tube 
is 0.5 mm for both square and circular tubes. The corresponding material section and its 
orientation (0° - along the axis of the tube) were assigned to the shell elements.  
 

Very few quasi-static and impact numerical simulations [10, 31] have been conducted 
for the triggering type 1 using shell elements. To get the initial peak crushing force the 
accurate numerical modelling of triggering is very important. Most often the effect of the 
detailed modelling of triggering on the peak load is not discussed. As described in the 
Introduction, the modelling of triggering type 1 with solid elements is a straight forward and 
much more convenient solution than using the shell elements. However, the typical 
composite tube deformation patterns would be difficult to achieve using the solid elements.  
Hence, it was decided to continue with the shell elements. Normally the triggering type 1 is 
modelled with shell elements with gradually reduced thickness [10, 21] as shown in Figure 
3(a) (Model A). However, this approach does not yield the correct profile of the triggering 
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geometry of the composite tube; rather it would yield a double chamfering triggering 
geometry. To study the effect of triggering modelling, in addition to the Model A, one more 
possible modelling (Model B) was adopted where the shell elements are located as shown in 
Figure 3(b). The complete finite element models of CP1 and CP2 tubes are shown in Figure 
4(a) and 4(b). Based on an initial mesh sensitivity study the element size of 3 mm was chosen 
for all cases of the tube series. For both the Model A and B, five elements with gradual 
reduction in thickness were placed vertically at the triggering portion of the tube. Unlike the 
triggering type 1, the triggering type 2 can be modelled with shell elements directly due to the 
constant thickness of the tulips (Figure 4(b)). From these models the effect of delamination 
and the triggering modelling on the crushing parameters can be studied. 

 

4.1.2. Adopted boundary conditions and contact controls 

During the experimental testing, the non-triggered end of the composite tube was 
glued to the bottom end of the impactor due to easier alignment [1]. To simulate the same 
experimental condition, the non-triggered end of the tube was attached to the top analytical 
rigid body using “tie” constraints. To simulate the axial impact load only in vertical direction, 
apart from the vertical translation, all degrees of freedom of the top analytical rigid body 
were constrained. To represent the fixed crushing plate at the bottom, all the degrees of 
freedom of the bottom rigid body were also constrained. The “surface-to-surface” master-
slave contact algorithm was established between the bottom rigid analytical surface and the 
composite tube with the friction coefficient equal to 0.2.  
 

4.1.3. Results  

The analysis was carried out for all cases of tube series involving CP1, CP2, SP1 and 
SP2 for three impact velocities (9.3, 12.4 and 14 m/s). However, due to the similarity in 
approach, the results are discussed only for the impact velocity of 9.3 m/s. The deformation 
of the tube was obtained from the displacement of the top analytical rigid surface and the 
reaction force was extracted from the interface force between the composite tube and the 
bottom analytical rigid surface. The results (deformation patterns and the force-deformation 
curves) obtained from the finite element analysis of the tubes are presented on the basis of 
triggering classification. 

 

4.1.3.a. CP1 and SP1 tube series - Triggering type 1 

The sequence of deformation patterns of CP1 tubes at different time intervals for the 
Model B is given in Figure 5(a). For both circular and square tubes, no significant difference 
in the deformation pattern was noticed between the Model A and B. However, the 
deformation pattern of these approaches was entirely different from the experimental 
deformation pattern. For all three impact velocities of CP1 tubes, the simulation exhibited a 
local wall buckling failure mode followed by the progressive end collapse (refer Figure 5(a)). 
For the CP1 tube, the peak crushing load of the Model A shows higher value compared to 
Model B (refer Figure 6(a)). However, in case of square tube both models yielded 
approximately the same value (refer Figure 6(b)). In all cases, the deformation length 
obtained from the numerical analysis was less than the experimental results. This can be 
clearly noticed from Figure 6(a) and 6(b). Unlike the CP1 tube, the SP1 tube showed an un-
realistic ductile deformation that resulted in end crushing and global wall buckling (Figure 
5(b)). The maximum deformation of SP1 tube was noticed 11 and 8 mm for the Model A and 
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B respectively. From the above results it can be concluded that, both triggering modelling 
(Model A and B) approaches for CP1 and SP1 tubes were insufficient to capture the correct 
peak crushing load and the corresponding energy absorption. Furthermore, the numerical 
modelling with single layer of shell elements was inadequate to capture the delamination 
phenomenon. The combined effect of these two phenomena (absence of delamination and 
inadequate triggering modelling) attributed the higher peak crush load. 
 

4.1.3.b. CP2 and SP2 tube series – Triggering type 2 

The numerical crushing patterns of CP2 and SP2 showed that the tulips experienced 
the progressive folding at the initial time steps. The cross sectional profile of the tube played 
a significant role on the tulip folding. In case of the circular tubes, due to the concave profile 
of the tulip the folding occurred towards the axis of the tube (Figure 7(a)) whereas the tulips 
of SP2 tube exhibited the outward folding (Figure 7(b)). However the total deformation 
lengths of both tube series were not comparable with the experimental values. Similar to the 
experimental results, the triggering type 2 showed two peak loads; the first peak 
corresponded to the initial folding of the tulip and the second peak occurred during the 
deformation of the bottom end of the tulip portion of the tube. However, the magnitudes of 
these two peaks were higher than the experimental results (refer Figure 8(a) and 8(b)). This 
may be due to the fact that the models were not able to capture the delaminations which 
occurred at the edges and bottom end of the tulips of the composite tubes during the 
experimental testing [1]. For SP2 tube the magnitude of the initial peak was very high (Figure 
8(b)). This is due to the perfect geometry and the corresponding mesh patterns of tulips. 
Further study on the effect of (imperfect) geometry on initial peak is discussed in Part II. 
Similar to CP1 series, the CP2 series also exhibited local wall buckling mode after the 
crushing of the tulip pattern. The difference in the dissipated energy between the 
experimental and numerical results was due to the absence of the delamination phenomena. 
Unlike CP2 tube, there was no local buckling observed in case of SP2 tube. The maximum 
deformation of the tube was observed till the end of the tulips. 

 

4.2. Case 2 - Two layers of shell elements with cohesive elements 

4.2.1. Modelling  

The results from the numerical simulations using a single layer of shell elements 
showed that modelling the delamination is absolutely necessary to capture the appropriate 
energy absorption of a composite tube. The numerical simulation of the delamination 
phenomenon is normally performed by the virtual crack closure technique or using cohesive 
elements. Using the former approach, the energy release rate can be found out from the nodal 
displacements and the nodal forces at the crack front. However, this method is very sensitive 
to the mesh refinement. Hence, in this work the cohesive elements approach was used to 
model the delamination between the plies. The experimental results provided the evidence of 
circumferential (multiple) delaminations; out of that the major delamination takes place at the 
mid of the tube thickness. Hence, the tube was divided into two equal thicknesses which 
represent the outer and inner sub laminate. Subsequently, the shell elements were located at 
the centre of each sub-laminate. To model the delamination between the outer and inner sub 
laminates, a layer of solid cohesive elements was added in between the outer and inner shell 
layers. The details of the cohesive element are discussed in subsequent sections.  Similar to 
Case 1, an attempt was made to model the correct geometry of triggering type 1. Two 
approaches (Model C and D) have been adopted and the details of the numerical modelling 
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are shown in Figure 9(a) and 9(b). However, for the triggering type 2, the triggering geometry 
can be directly captured due to the constant thickness of the tulip.  
 

4.2.2. Cohesive elements 

The details of the cohesive elements and their constitutive response and the damage 
model used for this study are discussed in this and the subsequent section. Often the cohesive 
elements have been used to model the interface bonding where the thickness can be 
considered zero. The constitutive response [32] of these elements is based on the fracture 
mechanics approach which considers the amount of energy required to create new fracture 
surfaces. The behaviour of the interface prior to initiation of damage is often described as 
linear elastic in terms of a penalty stiffness that degrades under tensile and shear loading. 
However, the behaviour of these elements is unaffected by pure compression. In order to 
handle the complex contact conditions between the two (outer and inner) shell layers, a 
cohesive layer was modelled with zero thickness solid elements COH3D8 (cohesive; three 
dimensional element with 8 nodes). The traction-separation constitutive response was used 
which ensures that nominal strains are equal to the relative separation displacement of the 
cohesive layer. The elastic behaviour is assigned in terms of an elastic constitutive matrix that 
relates the nominal stresses to the nominal strains across the interface. The nominal stresses 
are the force components divided by the original area at each integration point, while the 
nominal strains are the separations divided by the original thickness at each integration point. 
The nominal traction stress vector,” t”, consists of three components tn (normal component), 
ts and tt (shear components). The corresponding separations are denoted by δn, δs and δt. 
Considering T0 the original thickness of the cohesive element, the nominal strains and the 
elastic behaviour can be written as Equation (10) and (11).  

 
  (10) 
 

  (11) 

 

4.2.3. Damage model used 

The general framework of the damage model using traction-separation consists of 
three ingredients: a damage initiation criterion, a damage evolution law (the rate at which the 
material stiffness is degraded once the damage initiation criterion is reached) and finally the 
choice of the element removal upon reaching a completely damaged state. The damage 
initiation refers to the beginning of the degradation of the response of any point in the 
material. In this work, the process of degradation was assumed to occur when a quadratic 
function involving the nominal stress ratios reaches the value of one (Equation (12)). The 
Macaulay brackets indicate that the stress state is not valid for pure compressive deformation.  

 

  (12) 
 

A typical mode-independent traction-separation with linear softening response was 
used for this study. As shown in Figure 10, the evolution of the damage can be defined either 
by the dissipated energy (Gc) due to failure or effective displacement at the failure initiation 
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  and at complete failure state  . A scalar damage variable “D”, 
captures the overall damage in the material. The initial value of “D” is “0”.  After the 
initiation of the damage the value of “D” can evolve till 1.0, due to further increase of the 
loading. During the damage process the stress components can be calculated from the 
following relations, 
 

   (13) 

 
  (14) 
 
  (15) 
 

where ,  and  are the stress components calculated by the elastic traction-separation 
behaviour for the current strains without damage. For the cohesive elements modelling (linear 
softening response) the properties of polyester resin were considered. The corresponding 
mechanical properties were adopted from [28]. 

  

4.2.4. Adopted contact algorithm and boundary conditions  

The “tie” constraint involving “surface to surface” discretization method was used to 
represent the outer shell layer, solid cohesive layer and the inner shell layer as a single entity. 
The contact algorithm of the tied connection performs the following functions during the 
analysis. At the time of initial calculation the matching nodes and the adjacent elements are 
identified. Then during the deformation the matching pairs are constrained to move relative to 
each other based on the linear elastic and damage displacement law. The same size of the 
element was chosen for inner shell, outer shell and the solid cohesive layer to ensure the 
straightforward connection between the master shell elements and the slave cohesive 
elements (refer Figure 11).  Similar to the single layer of shell elements approach (Case 1) the 
“surface to surface” contact algorithm was used for outer, inner and cohesive layer elements 
to the bottom analytical rigid surface. In addition to that, the self contact algorithm was also 
used for all the layers of elements. 

 

4.2.5. Results 

The numerical simulations were carried out for all tube series with the initial impact 
velocity of 9.3 m/s. The computation time for this approach was larger than the previous case. 
Similar to Case 1, the element size of 3 mm was chosen for all tube series. The results are 
presented based on the classification of triggering types. 

 

4.2.5.a. CP1 and SP1 tube series – Triggering type 1 

For CP1 and SP1, the Model C and D (Figure 9(a) and 9(b)) both were tried out for 
the impact velocity of 9.3 m/s. Similar to the results of Case 1, there was no significant 
difference in the deformation pattern noticed between the Model C and D.  Though the 
delamination was captured between the outer and inner shell layers due to the cohesive 
elements, the deformation pattern was very similar to the results of the single layer of shell 
elements.  Both tubes (CP1 and SP1) exhibited the local wall buckling mode followed by the 
progressive end crushing. As an example the CP1 tube is shown in Figure 12. For CP1 tube, 
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the two approaches of triggering modelling yielded much higher peak crushing loads (248 
and 217 kN for Model C and D respectively) than the experimental value of 78 kN. The 
Model A and B of Case 1 for SP1 yielded the same value of peak crushing load. Hence for 
SP1 tube the numerical analysis was carried out only for Model D. The magnitude of the 
peak loads (Figure 13(a) and 13(b)) showed that the finite element modelling of the triggering 
was not adequate to capture the delamination process and so the correct peak crushing loads. 
The comparison of the mean crush load and the corresponding energy absorption for all cases 
are given in Table 2.  
 

4.2.5.b. CP2 and SP2 tube series – Triggering type 2 

The deformation sequence of CP2 and SP2 tubes are shown in Figure 14(a) and 14(b) 
respectively. The Figure 15(a) and 15(b) also show the corresponding energy absorption 
comparison with the experimental results. The initial increments of CP2 and SP2 tube series 
showed that the inner and the outer shell layer were subjected to delamination which 
separated both the outer and inner materials. However, the later stages of these two tubes 
provided no clear separation of inner and outer materials; rather it showed the progressive 
end crushing of the tubes. As similar to the experimental results both the tube series showed 
two peaks; the magnitude of the peak crushing force was approximately 20% higher than the 
experimental result. However, these magnitudes are much lower than results from Case 1 (a 
single layer of shell elements approach). The difference in the experimental and numerical 
values is shown in Table 2. The average experimental deformation length of CP2 showed 
approximately 20 mm higher than the numerical value. On the contrary the numerically 
predicted deformation length of SP2 tube was 13 mm higher than the experimental result. 
The mean crush force of CP2 tube showed the satisfactory result which can be noticed from 
Figure 15(a). However the SP2 tube yielded a lower mean crush load than the experimental 
data (refer Table 2). Similar to Case 1, the magnitude of initial peak was higher. The effect of 
geometric imperfection on the magnitude of initial peak load is discussed in Part II. 
 

4.3. Comparison of results 

4.3.1. Comparison of deformation patterns 

From the above numerical parametric study, the approach from Case 1 (a single layer 
of shell elements) and Case 2 (two layers of shell elements with solid cohesive elements) 
provided deformation patterns which are entirely different from the experimental results. All 
tube series (CP1, CP2, SP1 and SP2) exhibited the local wall buckling followed by the end 
crushing. The initial stages of Case 2 approach yielded a clear evidence of circumferential 
delamination for the tube series CP2 and SP2. However, other macro failure mechanisms 
such as axial cracks and bending of plies were not clearly evident.  
 

4.3.2. Comparison of crush loads and energy absorption 

The comparison of the peak crush load (Pmax), mean crush load (Pmean), total 
deformation length (lmax) and the corresponding energy absorption (Ed) of the experimental 
and two different approaches (Case 1 and 2) of the numerical simulation are given in Table 2.  
The mean crush load (Pmean) and the absorbed energy (Ed) were calculated based on Equation 
16 and 17. 
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    (kN) (16) 
 
    (kJ) (17) 
 
where P(l) is the instantaneous crushing load corresponding to the instantaneous 

crushing deformation length dl. lmax is the maximum or total deformation length. The CP1 
and SP1 tubes with a single layer of shell elements approach (Case 1) were not considered for 
calculating the energy absorption due to the unrealistic peak forces and the deformation 
lengths. The single shell layer approach for the CP2 and SP2 predicted the higher peak loads 
and the corresponding energy absorptions. Furthermore, this approach could not predict the 
correct deformation length of the tubes. As a result the mean crush loads of the tubes were 
higher than the experimental results. For the Case 2, out of two different approaches for 
triggering type 1 (Model C and D) the result of the Model D was considered. The comparison 
of peak crush load between the Cases 1 and 2 provided clear evidence on the influence of 
delamination on peak crush load for all tube series. This can be clearly noticed for triggering 
type 2 tube series. Although the peak crush load from the Model D was less than the Model C 
(Case 2), the magnitude was higher than the experimental result [1]. This gives the clear 
indication that the modelling of triggering was inadequate to capture the right peak crush load 
especially for triggering type 1. The energy absorption of this case for the circular tubes 
showed the comparable values to the experimental results.  
 

5. Conclusions 

In this work, a detailed numerical parametric study was conducted to predict the energy 
absorption characteristics and the corresponding failure patterns of composite tubes. The 
circular and square cross sectional pultruded profiles made of glass-polyester were 
considered for this study. Apart from the general conclusion of the energy absorption of 
different profiles, the numerical modelling was focused to get the reasonable peak crush 
loads, energy absorption and the corresponding failure patterns of composite tubes. The 
importance of the delamination modelling on the energy absorption, peak crush load and the 
failure patterns is also studied using cohesive elements. The influence of triggering modelling 
on the peak crush load was explained with two different triggering mechanisms (45°edge 
chamfering and tulip pattern). Two different approaches have been employed (a single layer 
and two layered shell elements with a solid cohesive layer) to achieve the typical failure 
modes of brittle composite tubes. From the results of the numerical simulations it can be 
concluded that: 

 
• The single layer of shell elements approach (Case 1) predicted approximately 140% 

and 100% higher peak crush loads for CP2 and SP2 tubes respectively. For CP2 with 
triggering type 1 (45°edge chamfering), Model B (triggering modelling approach) 
provided a lower peak crush load than Model A. However, the magnitude of the peak 
crush load from these two approaches was much higher than the experimental data. 
For SP1 tube there was no significant difference in peak load noticed between Model 
A and B. Furthermore, the deformation patterns of this approach for both triggering 
cases were entirely different from the experimental deformation patterns. This may 
be due to the fact that these models were not able to capture the delamination 
between the plies and inadequate modelling of triggering profile (45°edge 
chamfering). 
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• The two layered shell elements with a solid cohesive layer (Case 2) approach showed 
clear evidence on the influence of delamination phenomenon on the peak crush load 
of all composite tube series. The predicted peak crush load for the tube series CP2 
and SP2 were 20% and 30 % higher than the experimental results. The difference 
may be due to the absence of multiple delaminations. In case of triggering type 1 
series (CP1 and SP1) the difference between the experimental and numerical peak 
crush load was much higher. In addition to the absence of multiple delaminations, the 
inadequate modelling of triggering contributed to this very high difference. Similar to 
Case 1 approach the deformation patterns from Case 2 were different from the 
experimental deformation patterns. 

 
Part II of this paper deals with the importance of considering the multiple delaminations and 
the correct modelling of triggering to predict the accurate peak crush load and the 
corresponding energy absorption. These facts have been proved with the approach of multiple 
layers of shell elements. All the finite elements models using single and two layers of shell 
elements approach could not be able to predict the axial cracks during crushing. Hence, the 
numerical simulations were performed with pre-defined seam elements to achieve the 
appropriate deformation patterns for circular and square composite tubes. The load-
deformation curves of square tube with triggering type 2 (tulip triggering) from two 
approaches (Case 1 and 2) provided a higher initial peak load. This is due to the perfect 
geometry of tulips and their corresponding mesh pattern. This fact is proved in Part II by 
considering the initial geometric imperfections in the numerical model. 
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FIGURES AND CAPTIONS 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1: Composite tube test specimens and its triggering details. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2: Experimental deformation patterns of different composite tube series [1]. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
(a) Triggering type 1 – Model A (b) Triggering type 1 – Model B 

Figure 3: Finite element modelling of triggering type 1. 
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Figure 4: Finite element modelling with a single layer of shell elements (a) CP1 tube (Model 

A) (b) CP2 tube. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(a) CP1 tube with a single layer of shell elements – Model B 

 
(b) SP1 tube with a single layer of shell elements 

Figure 5: Deformation sequence of CP1 and SP1 tubes with a single layer of shell elements. 
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Figure 6: Comparison of load-deformation curve of CP1 and SP1 tubes with a single layer of 

shell elements. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(a) CP2 tube with a single layer of shell elements.  

 
(b) SP2 tube with a single layer of shell elements. 

Figure 7: Deformation sequence of CP2 and SP2 tubes with a single layer of shell elements. 
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Figure 8: Comparison of load-deformation curve of CP2 and SP2 tubes with a single layer of 

shell elements. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
(a) Model C (b) Model D 

Figure 9: Finite element modelling of CP1 tube with two layers of shell elements and a solid 
cohesive layer. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 10: Traction-separation with linear softening response. 
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Figure 11: Tied connection between the shells and a cohesive layer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 12: Deformation sequence of CP1 tube with two layers of shell elements and a solid 

cohesive layer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 13: Comparison of load-deformation curve of CP1 and SP1 tubes with two layers of 

shell elements and a solid cohesive layer. 
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(a) CP2 tube with two layers of shell elements and a solid cohesive layer  

 
(b) SP2 tube with two layers of shell elements and a solid cohesive layer  

Figure 14: Deformation sequence of CP2 and SP2 tube with two layers of shell elements and 
a solid cohesive layer. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 15: Comparison of load-deformation curve of CP2 and SP2 tube with two layers of 

shell elements and a solid cohesive layer. 
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TABLES 
 

Table 1: Material properties of the glass polyester pultruded composite tube in principal directions. 
Parameters Symbol Values  

Material and elastic data 
Density (kg/m3) ρ 1850 
Longitudinal modulus (GPa) E11 33.5 
Transverse modulus (GPa) E22 8.0 
In-plane shear modulus (GPa) G12 5.0 
Out-of-plane shear modulus (GPa) G23 5.5 
Poisson’s ratio ν12 0.29 
 ν23 0.32 

Glass polyester composite Strength 
Longitudinal tensile strength (MPa) XT 400 
Longitudinal compressive strength (MPa) XC 200 
Transverse tensile strength (MPa) YT 30 
Transverse compressive strength (MPa) YC 50 
In-plane shear strength (MPa) SL 30 
Out of plane shear strength (MPa) ST 30 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2: Comparison of experimental and numerical simulation results. 

Cases 

Peak crush load (kN)  
Pmax 

Mean crush load (kN) 
Pavg 

Deformation length (mm) 
lmax 

Absorbed energy (kJ)      
Ed 

C
P1

 

C
P2

 

SP
1 

SP
2 

C
P1

 

C
P2

 

SP
1 

SP
2 

C
P1

 

C
P2

 

SP
1 

SP
2 

C
P1

 

C
P2

 

SP
1 

SP
2 

Experimental
[1] 78 69 73 73 28.3 26.0 31.1 37.7 122 133 82.5 71 3.46 3.47 2.56 2.68 

Numerical 
Case 1 238 165.8 554 145 - 47.7 - 56.0 - 62.3 - 52.5 - 2.99 - 2.971 

Numerical 
Case 2 217 82.5 171 95 33.3 27.3 70.4 24.0 91 113 54 84 3.03 3.08 3.80 2.01 
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